Multicolor Spectral-Specific Silicon Nanodetectors based on Molecularly Embedded Nanowires.
Silicon-based photodetectors cannot distinguish between different wavelengths. Therefore, these detectors relay on color-specific filters to achieve color separation. Color filters add complexity to color sensitive device fabrication, and hinder miniaturization of such devices. Here, we report an ultrasmall (as small as ∼20 nm by 300 nm), red-green-blue-violet (RGBV) filter-free spectrally gated field effect transistor (SGFET) detectors. These photodetectors are based on organic-silicon nanowire hybrid FET devices, capable of detecting specific visible wavelength spectrum with full width at half-maxima (fwhm) under 100 nm. Each SGFET is controlled by a distinctive RGBV spectral range, according to its specific organic fluorophore functionalization. The spectral-specific RGBV detection is accomplished via covalent attachment of different fluorophores. The fluorophore molecules inject electrons into the nanowire structure as a result of light absorption at the appropriate RGBV spectral range. These photoinduced electrons modify the occupancies of the oxide's surface states, shifting the device threshold voltage, thus changing its conductivity, and functioning as a negative stress bias in a p-type SiNW FETs. A positive biasing can be achieved via UV light-induced ionization, which leads to detrapping and translocation of electrons at the oxide layer. Furthermore, a novel theoretical model on the mechanism of action of these devices was developed. Also, we show that suspended SGFETs can function as nonvolatile memory elements, which unlike fast-relaxing on-surface SGFETs, can store discrete "on" (RGBV illumination) and "off" (UV illumination) states for several days at ambient conditions. We also demonstrate a unique single-nanowire multicolor photodetector, enabling in principle a broad spectral detection over a single silicon nanowire element. These highly compact, spectral-controlled nanodevices have the potential to serve in various future novel optoelectric applications.